
Security investigations require speed; however, incident responders must make  
multiple pivots between tools to understand the scope of an incident and determine 
which IT assets are impacted. 

Without easy access to accurate asset data that maps  the potentially affected 
systems and users, details the  security controls in place (or not), and identifies 
vulnerabilities, SOC teams will continue to have too many steps that slow down 
the investigation effort. Sevco Security can help.

“ Sevco Security helps bridge our security ops with IT-owned 
asset management. The details we get on asset, users,  
vulnerability exposure, and security control performance 
are a force multiplier for our security investigations.” 

What’s the risk?

When there’s a security incident, time 
is of the essence. When security teams 
don’t have quick access to identify 
details on the impacted devices, it 
impedes the investigation and slows  
response efforts.

Economic impact

Slow response times increase  
the likelihood of a costly breach.  
That’s why 51% of SOC leaders are 
focused on reducing the time needed 
to respond to threats.1

Asset Intelligence that  
Expedites Incident Response

USE CASE

Expedite your response efforts
Sevco Security’s asset intelligence provides seamless visibility for your incident  
responders to understand the security state of your assets, identify their geolocation 
and associated users, and uncover any new, unpatched vulnerabilities.

Our cloud-native platform automatically aggregates your asset information from 
multiple sources to deliver a unified and continuous view of your inventory. The result 
is a comprehensive intelligence that empowers you to expedite  investigations and 
fortify your security management program.

Reduce investigation pivots
Sevco provides granular details that accelerate your investigations and give you control 
to prioritize your response efforts. You can reduce your pivots between tools with fast 
answers to critical incident response questions:

• Which devices are associated with the alerts?
• Which users are associated with the device (and do they represent a higher risk)?
• Where are the devices located?
• Does the asset have the right protection coverage from our security solutions?

And does the coverage execute as expected?
• Does the machine have any unpatched vulnerabilities?

1. Wakefield Research. The state of incident response. 2021.



Sevco Security in Action: Empowering Incident Responders with Essential Asset Information 
Sevco Security puts comprehensive asset information in the hands of your incident responders. By automatically aggregating your 
inventory sources, your SOC will gain a complete, accurate, and real-time view of your environment.

USE CASE

Gain comprehensive, accurate visibility

Our unique approach to converged asset  
inventory gives your IR teams a single,  
unified view across your asset environment 
to rapidly triage investigations and  
address security issues.

Pinpoint impacted machines and users

Our enriched asset intelligence helps  
consolidate your IR steps by providing  
detailed history and data on every  
device—enabling fast, efficient discovery 
of the scope of an incident,  
impacted machines, and users.

Uncover unpatched vulnerabilities

Easily search for CVEs and at-risk assets 
across your  environment to direct your 
patching efforts.

Identify gaps in security coverage

Gain granular visibility to ensure all your 
assets have the intended coverage for  
security monitoring compliance. 

Learn More
Learn how Sevco Security can help expedite  
your incident response process: Request a 
demo.

Contact Us About Sevco Security

Sevco is the cloud-native CAASM platform delivering the industry’s most accurate, real-time IT asset inventory.  

Hundreds of companies rely on Sevco’s 4D Asset Intelligence engine to bridge the gap between IT and security teams. 

By providing a continuously updated inventory of assets, Sevco autonomously identifies and closes previously unknown 

security gaps, while dramatically improving incident response. Sevco’s patented asset telemetry uncovers significant 

security gaps and out-of-compliance assets in every deployment without fail. Founded in 2020 and based in Austin, 

Texas. For more information, visit https://sevcosecurity.com or follow us on LinkedIn.
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